University of Delaware CTAL Summer Institute on Teaching – Newark, DE – June 5, 2019
Tobin, Universal Design for Learning Workshop
Participant Rating Results
Attendance: 68

Respondents: 36

1. This workshop’s information will be useful to me in my job.
2. The description matched what I experienced in the workshop.
3. The facilitator demonstrated good presentation skills.
4. Over all, this was a good workshop.
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5. In a few words, share your over-all impression of this workshop.

















Extremely engaging, loved hearing what colleagues have done (what has worked or has not worked).
Good info—nice workshop.
Great + useful information!
Great concepts.
Great ideas were shared—very concrete. Helpful in our strategies working with faculty in their faculty development.
Explained very well.
Great ideas! Love the +1. This makes UDL “more accessible” to faculty.
Great modeling of UDL in the session.
Great speaker and energy. Love the specific ideas.
Highly interactive and well spaced lessons.
It helped me experience some of the things I can do with students.
Learned more options.
Less practical than I had hoped. Too audience-driven—many faculty expressed negative attitudes to our learners’ capabilities.
I have “good students” who cannot problem solve, which is where I struggle.
Lots of good, useful ideas & “food for thought.”
Lots of things to think about and ways to approach “+1.”
Make all materials accessibly.
Masterful execution!











Most is not relevant to teaching doctoral students.
Overall it was good but very often I was lost in terms/terminology the presenter use, i.e. not having understanding what he
meant. As a suggestion for the presenter to use clear terms with meaning behind!
Thank you for saying “learning styles do not exist.”
The handout provided at end provides excellent practical tips.
The UDL workshop started strong w/the worksheet, & ended strong. But the middle was a bit drawn out & not as useful. Too
superficial & not as practically useful as I hoped. The worksheet was a great resource.
This is a good workshop—I wish it went more into the specifics—i.e. more concrete strategies from different fields.
This was a helpful complement to the keynote.
Useful information, but I expected a more hands-on workshop.
Very insightful. Thanks!

